GRAINTECH™
doors
The beauty of wood, the strength
of steel

Overview

Features and benefits

Steelcraft’s GRAINTECH™ Series of stainable steel doors

 Clear coat baked on for the

provides the beauty of wood with the features and
benefits of steel. Our exclusive engraining and staining
process simulates a wide variety of wood finishes, from
ash to walnut, including custom finish matching.
GRAINTECH doors are available in a wide variety of
options including size, glass lite designs, gauges and
hardware preps, and are designed for interior and exterior
applications.

ultimate in UV and graffiti resistance
 Multiple finishes provide options
for a variety of applications
 Superior structural and insulation
qualities provide ultimate performance
 Dezigner™ trim flush lite kits, stained to
match the door
 Patented universal hinge preps allow for
easy field conversion from standard to

Unlike veneered or solid wood doors, GRAINTECH is fully
warranted for use on exterior openings, is less susceptible
to damage, and will never warp, crack, peel or bow. It is
also available in CE Series panel doors, L Series flush
doors, T Series temperature rise doors, and H Series
hurricane doors. The GRAINTECH Series is available
with a full range of positive pressure fire-ratings, from
20 minutes to three hours.

heavy-weight hinges
 L, T, H and CE Series door construction
provides proven strength and reliability
 Easily compatible with a wide variety of
hardware including concealed vertical
rods and concealed closers that may not
be ideally suited for wood doors

CE Series GRAINTECH Doors

Glass Lite Options

 Six-panel embossed design

Flush doors (L Series and T Series)

 Available in 16 or 18-gauge to fit any
application from standard to extra heavy-duty


Available in six standard finishes, as well as
custom-matched finishes



Half-glass and top-lite available featuring
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Dezigner trim, a Steelcraft exclusive


Polystyrene core system for structural
integrity



Fire-rated 20 minutes to three hours

L Series GRAINTECH Doors
 Laminated flush design

Embossed panel doors (CE Series)

 Available in 16 or 18-gauge to fit any
application from standard to extra heavy-duty
 Available in six standard finishes, as well as
custom-matched finishes
 Half-glass, narrow lite, vision lite or custom
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size lites featuring Dezigner trim, a Steelcraft
exclusive

Standard colors

 Available with honeycomb, polystyrene or
polyurethane insulated cores
T Series GRAINTECH Doors
 Temperature rise-rated full-flush design

Mahogany

Birch

Ash

Maple

Oak

Walnut

 Available in 16 or 18-gauge to fit any
application from standard to extra heavy-duty
 Available in six standard finishes as well as
custom matched finishes
 Mineral fiber core provides a 250° or 450°
temperature rise-rating

Colors may vary based on your monitor, printer, and settings.
Contact Customer Care to request a GRAINTECH swatch for
standard or custom color matching.
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About Allegion
Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands
like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on
security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions
for homes, businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company,
with products sold in almost 130 countries. For more, visit www.allegion.com.
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